
From: Alfred Lembrich [alsoldies@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:31 AM 
To: Lynch, Steven 
Cc: alsoldies@yahoo.com 
Subject: Shine medical isotope plant  proposed for Janesville 
 
Hi Steve, 
  
Some more concerns and questions for you.                                                               Nov.16, 2012 
  
1. Is Shine required to have its own waste disposal system, before any waste water or waste 
materials are released into the public sewer and waste disposal system? I ask this as the local 
General Motors facility, when it was operating, was required to build and operate its own 
disposal system, before the waste entered the public disposal system network. Why not Shine? 
  
2. How much water will be required and used ? How many gallons per day, week, or month? 
Will more city wells need to be drilled and from which water table or aquifer will it come from? 
How much water is available from our drinking water supply and how long will it last? We don't 
want all our drinking water used up for this operation. 
  
3. Shine did not address the the building strength in  regard to sustaining a plane crash from a 
fully loaded cargo plane with full fuel load and resulting damage and fire? Most plane crash 
accidents  occur near the end of runways, where planes veer off to the side from the runways. 
The height of the building appears too tall and is cause of concern being in danger of planes 
landing or taking off and in question as to airport distance requirements. 
  
4. Are the accelerators cleaned after each 5 1/2 day process? How are they cleaned?  Where does 
that waste go? What chemicals are used for cleaning? What do they contain? How much water is 
used for this cleaning process? Are there floor drains in the building? What floor will the 
accelerators be installed? In a basement, first floor second floor? What required the building to 
be so tall? Whats in all the upper portions? 
  
5. Will the building and employees have radiation detection & measuring badges or devices? We 
were told employees won't be wearing any protective  clothing. Is this true?  
  
6. If there is some accident and there is contamination and or extensive damage.or required 
expensive cleanup, how are we guaranteed all will be taken care of and totally paid for by Shine? 
They would certainly be required to have proof of a multimillion dollar insurance policy or be 
required to have several million in a separate and designated liability & cleanup fund, would they 
not?  
  
7. Those other facilities in Canada and the Netherlands are said to be at the end off their useful 
life. Is this because the equipment is worn out or because of building contamination? Will those 
facilities able to be used after they are shut down or are they permanently shut down forever 
because of contamination? 
  



  
8. On Janesville proposed facility after its approximate 35 years of useful life, what happens? 
Who's responsible after that? Will it be usable after that? Is cleanup required? 
  
 I would like some answers and possibilities on the issues I raised in my July email and this one. 
Thanks. Also would like them to be included in the review process for Shines applications. 
  
AL Lembrich 
  
  


